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..The Classic
OF NORTHWESTERN COLLEGE
!
I
f
\ .. ,.
Annual Report of The President
For 1972-73
Commencement Day dawned clear and mild. The traditional
breakfast for graduates and their guests was the joy that it always is.
The parents of the graduates are especially interesting. Some are so
openly pleased and proud of their graduate while others, just as happy
about it all, feel constrained to be matter of fact. In each case the
graduates seem to understand. but I feel rather strongly that it really
doesn't hurt to let our children know we're pleased and happy over their
progress.
On the other hand. itmay be the thought that now these young people
really will be leaving home that keeps the mood of some rather subdued.
We on campus understand this feeling very well. Our feelings are mixed,
too. We've grown fond of these young people. A great deal of time and
interest have been invested in them. We'll miss them, but we're happy to
see so many fine able and dedicated young people take their appointed
place.
Baccalaureate degrees were conferred upon one hundred twenty-five
seniors who crossed the stage in a storm. of flash bulbs to receive their
diplomas. Most of our graduates by now have found positions or have
plans to continue their studies.
In a spirit of"go thou and do likewise" thegraduates and their guests
witnessed the conferring of honorary doctorates on HENRY TE PASKE,
Orange City attorney, a distinguished jurist and long-time trustee of
Northwestern College; and upon CLARENCE VER STEEG, J.e. '42,
Professor of History at Northwestern University and Fellow of the
Institute for Advanced Studies, Princeton University.
The Golden Anniversary Alumni Luncheon for graduates of fifty years
ago or beyond honored the Academy Class of 1923. It was attended by 8
of the original 20 members of that graduating class, one of whom came
from Southern California to attend. BILL TOP, '23, of Orange City,
provided sparkling leadership as reminiscences were puncuated by
frequent laughter and an occasional tear. An impressive group it was,
indeed. gathered at that luncheon! As the stories of their careers
unfolded we were awed and humbled by what Goo had done through
these people and by Northwestern's world-wide outreach through its
graduates. The life and work of our alumni serve to remind the campus
community of the tremendous capabilities contained in the young people
with whose college education we have been entrusted.
We live in troubled days. Troubled for colleges as well as for people
and for nations. Our most thoughtful social observers have spoken of the
profound loss of the sense of community that plagues our society-of
alienation and isolation and depersonalization, the attitude that I am not
my brother's keeper. These pundits speak of moral confusion, of the loss
of values and of the endless fragmentation of knowledge into narrower
and narrower specialties erecting higher and higher barriers between
persons.
Today as never before colleges such as Northwestern are needed. In an
age of alienation and depersonalization we offer education that is
personal. We notice our students and we care about them. In an age of
relativism and confusion of values we base our program on the premise
that the Christian faith offers a basis for personal identity and for a
coherent world view and hierarchy of values. In this day of estrangement
between persons and growing fragmentation of knowledge we offer a
context of Christian community and a synoptic vision of truth and
'learning.
Northwestern's academic program, as is pointed out in the college
catalogue. is based on the conviction that Jesus Christ is Lord of all
human life and endeavor; and that in biblical teachings concerning Goo,
mankind, nature and the meaning of human history we find a basis for
timely answers to the challenges of today. The program is aimed at
developing both personal and communal wholeness within and among
our students. It seeks to cultivate:
I. Personal commitment. to Christ, a Christian frame of reference and
Christian priorities which encourage responsible decisions.
2. A strong sense of vocation to carry out the several biblical
mandates: to worship, build a culture, witness to the .good news in Christ
and live this out in a life of service to Goo and man.
3. Getting students "involved in mankind", thus learning the answer
to, "who is my neighbor?" We seek to encourage growth in sympathy
and understanding toward persons of all cultures and stations in life.
4. A maturing, self-educating person who has learned to see, hear,
discern and appreciate the things that are true and good and beautiful:
5. People who are informed and responsible citizens, involved in the
issues of the day but able to apply to these the lessons of history and the
priorities of the Kingdom.
6 Skill in listening carefully and communicating clearly.
Northwestern seeks to provide such an education in a climate of
Christian community and under the leadership of a well-trained faculty
made lip of devoted Christians who feel called to teach. The "liberal
arts" (religion, history, philosophy, language, literature, drama, music
and art) forms the required core of our program because these disciplines
are particularly concerned with questions of meaning and purpose and
value. Therefore they lend themselves especially well to helping persons
discover themselves, to move toward more harmonious personal
wholeness and more purposeful development and investment of their
talents and abilities in things that count. The word "liberal" in "liberal
arts" come-from liber meaning "to free". The idea is that these are
studies that help to free men by lifting them out of their situation and
giving them a religious, philosophical and historical position from which
to measure themselves and their times.
This does not mean that Northwestern is not interested in a person's
ability to earn a livelihood. Many of her programs are specifically
designed to provide marketable knowledge and skills. These include the
sciences, the pre-medical program, business administration, Christian
education. teacher education, psychology, social work, public
management, speech, pre-agriculture, pre-law, pre-engineerings, the
secretarial programs, pre-nursing, medical technology, and the
pre-veterinarian programs. And do not be misled. Those programs
sometimes dismissed as impractical, teach skills or approaches to
problems that can be of considerable interest to prospective employers:
foreign language ability, for example. Our world of expanding contacts
with other lands has a great many positions for which they want people
with ability to communicate in two or more languages. Just last week I
had dinner with a top personnel executive in one of the U.S.' largest
corporations. He commented that as a result of many years experience as
a personnel officer, he prefers to hire small college graduates who have a
broad background in the liberal arts. The people are readily taught the
specific skills they need on the job. Their broad backgrounds and good
learning ability help these liberal arts graduates to adapt better to rapid
change than persons with more highly specialized backgrounds.
This kind of education is Northwestern's task. It is timely but not
timebound; able to deal with change but firmly anchored to eternal
values. And it addresses itself to the development of the whole person,
not merely his vocational skills.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR
The four year liberal-arts core \"3$ introduced. Freshmen and
sophomores study a three-strand program consisting of Biblical
Foundations, "Yestern Literature and Western Man; juniors will take a
cross-cultural program tolearn the perspective of a non- Western culture;
seniors will rake a seminar designed to integrate the Christian faith and
learning, especially in the student's major field.
Five of the faculty completed work on their doctorates. evidence of the
faculty's samest efforts (0 keep their training alive and adequate.
DR. RODNEY JlSKOOT. Associate Professor of Music, was selected
Teacher of the Year. Last year's award went to Professor RALPH
MOUW or the Department of Mathematics.
A fter twenry-Itve years of service to Northwestern, Professor NELSON
NIEUWENHUIS of the Department of History retired. He was honored
by his faculty colleagues at a dinner at which he was presented with a
mantel clock.
The Red Raider football team coached by LARRY KORVER, J.e.
'54, kept the fall semester exciting. Following an undefeated season and
the Tri-State Conference championship, they defeated Franklin College
(Ind.) in the NAIA small college playoffs, then lost a heart-breaker in the
closing rntnutes of the championship game against Missouri Southern.
Second semester was preceded by a faculty workshop led by DR.
ARTHUR HOLMES, Professor of Philosophy at Wheaton College. The
workshop dealt with (he meaning of the liberal arts today.
Two new off-campus programs were conducted this slimmer.
Professor VIRGIL MUILENBURG, C '62, conducted a seminar in
Marine Biology 011 Puget Sound, Washington. The Heritage Singers
under the direction of DR. VERNON TARRELL made a three-week
concert four of the British Isles and the Netherlands.
DR. EDWARD E. ERICSON, JR. joins the Northwestern faculty as
Dean of Academic Affairs. Dean ROY WILBEE resigned to take a
position at Bethel College (Minnesota): Dr. Ericson is a Hope College
graduate, earned the Ph.D. in English at the University of Arkansas,
taught English at Hope College and at Westmont College (California)
where he 'was Chairman of the Department of English. He comes to
Northwestern from a fellowship at Stanford's Hoover Institute where he
is working on a book evaluating the impact of the "new left" upon the
teaching of literature.
Northwestern continued to operate in the black in fiscal 1973, which in
these times is cause for gratitude, especially in view of the galloping
inflation which made itself crushingly felt along about February.
OUTLOOK FOR THE FUTURE
While Northwestern IS determined to continue to improve its efficiency
and its management effectiveness. the long term solution for the college
requires more than careful management of present resources. The larger
contribution to the long term development of Northwestern must come
from additional income for current and for long term purposes.
The largest source of operating income comes from tuition and fees
paid by students. During the expansion years of the early and middle
1960's, colleges depended on annual tuition increases and growing
enrollments to pay for needed salary increases, new programs and new
equipment.
Since 1968 a great many colleges have been hard put to hold their
enrollment. Several factors contribute to this. With those born during
the post-World War Il baby boom now beyond college age there are
fewer eighteen year olds coming along. Moreover, college isn't as much
the thing to do after high school that it was in the SO's and 60's. The loss
of prestige and national priority that colleges and universities
experienced as a result of student unrest was further compounded by a
tight job market which seemed to nullify the value of college and
encouraged young people to seek jobs through other avenues. For
schools such as Northwestern this is further complicated by the growing
preference 1"01' tax-supported institutions even among church families.
But giant tax-supported universities too have suffered serious slumps in
enrollments and have joined in the fierce competition for students. In
such a climate small private colleges such as Northwestern do well when
able to retain what they have.
The entering freshman class in September, 1972 was IZ per cent larger
than the one entering in 1971. At" present we anticipate approximately
the same size freshman class as was enrolled last year. Although student
applications are up len per cent over last year there has been a steady
attrition from among the group that paid their tuition deposits. Most of
these shifted to tax supported institutions and to colleges nearer home or
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to those offering them a larger student-aid package. Northwestern's
costs are modest as private college fees go. Its financial aid program is
generous and extensive to a point where it dangerously taxes our current
funds. Five per cent of current funds used for student aid is regarded by
experts in college finance as manageable. If student aid from current
funds reaches ten per cent. the experts tell us, it is time to beware. Yet in
fiscal 1973 Northwestern allocated 18 per cent of its current funds to fI(!'
augment federal and state student aid funds! It is too much. But to cut
back sharply could bring about an intolerable loss of enroll men I. A most
uncomfortable dilemma intensified by the desire to keep the cost of
college as low as possible and still run a good program.
The foregoing underscored two things. Northwestern needs its alumni,
parents and friends to bring our tine admissions department into contact
with prospective students who are or could be interested in a fine college
education taught in Christian perspective on a campus where they will be
noticed. encouraged and cared about. Most of these prospects will be
high school seniors. Some will be ex-servicemen or women. Some may
be much older: housewives whose children are in school and who would
like to go to college; persons interested in a change of vocation; even
those approaching or at retirement age who would like to study
something to develop skills in the arts.
Every effort will be made to encourage whatever gains can be made in
current income from student fees through increased enrollment. Your
help in student recruitment is earnestly requested. However, the current
competition for students makes it clear that in addition to intensified
student recruitment there is great need for gift income that rises annually
at a rate significantly higher than inflation. It wasn't that kind of year at
Northwestern. After several years of substantial gains in gift income,
annual fund income for fiscal 1973 decreased by over $15,000 and capital
fu nd (expansion) income decreased by $8,DOO--this at a time of galloping
inflation. when, for example, the cost of paper rose by 20 per cent,
gasoline costs have mounted sharply and the college's contracted food
service had to r-aise its fees beyond what had been anticipated. College
operating expenses rose by more than 51/2 per cent merely to do
essentially what we had done the year before, Decreases in gift income
came from alumni, parents, the church and our business contacts outside
Orange City.
A special effort to build gift income is being planned. Soon you will
receive information from the Office of Development about the "Decade
Ten" program. The program recognizes that Northwestern is in its 9Ist
year and points toward its centennial in 1982-83. The program
emphasizes the necessary increment of annual increase in gifts for
current operations. It also lays the groundwork for a stronger financial
base by placing major emphasis upon building the college endowment
fund through direct and deferred gifts and upon endowed scholarships to
underwrite college funded student aid so it need not come from current
funds .•
Currently the college endowment is valued at approximately $700,000.
This is a small endowment to provide a college with regular income on a
long-term basis, Decade Ten seeks to increase this fund by $200,000 per
year for a total increase of two million dollars by the centennial year.
What this could mean to the college in dependable annual income was
illustrated this past year when our rather small investment of endowment
funds helped compensate for the loss of gift income. Two million seven
hunc(red thousand dollars invested at six pCI' cent would yield $162,000 in
income for current purposes each year. Think what this could mean in
program enrichment and faculty development and benefits.
Northwestern offers students a quality program with a strong and
effective Christian orientation. It is the kind of program badly needed to
cope with the pervasive problems of our day. Moreover. the college is
determined to continue to offer an attractive and timely program that is
distinctively Christian. Ongoing efforts will be made to improve our
fiscal controls, to run a tight budget and to do an effective job of long
range planning. But to become the college Northwestern has the present
potential to become, will require loyal, faithful and generous stewardship
on an annual basis. In order to grow in effectiveness faculty salaries
must be increased regularly at a rate that not only sustains but improves
rheir purchasing power. There must also be sufficient funds to operate
the attractive new programs so necessary to draw students and to give
them the education they should have.
As yOll consider your stewardship, think Northwestern. Through the
you ng lives who receive their-education here you influence the future on a
broad front and serve the total ministry of the church in a comprehensive
way.
Lars I. Granberg
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Amundson, Mrs. Grace (Trust Fund)
Angus, Dr. &'Mrs. William
Bogaard, Mr. & Mrs. Clifford
De Boer, Mr. Edward
De Haan, Mr. Franklin
Grooters, Mr. & Mrs. Lorrain V.
Grossmann, Dr. & Mrs. E.B., Jr.
Grossmann. Dr. & Mrs. E.B., Sr.
Harker's Wholesale Meat, Inc. .
Harmelink, Mr. & Mrs. Simon
Hoeven, Mr. & Mrs. Charles B.
Hofmeyer, Mr. & Mrs. Eugene
Howard Miller Clock Co.
Iowa Public Service Co.
Landman, Mr. Richard.
L & K Clothing
Moret, Mr. & Mrs. Henry J.
Mouw, Otto (Estate)
Northwestern's Women's Auxiliary
Pennings, Mrs. Bert
Ramaker, Col. & Mrs. Henry J.
Rowenhorst, Mr. & Mrs. H. Virgil
Schimmel, Mr. Allan
Te Paske, Mr. & Mrs. Adelphus H.
Te Paske, Mr. & Mrs, Maurice
Van Wyk, Mrs. Sarah (Estate)
Van Oosterhout, Judge & Mrs. Martin
Vander Weide, Mr. Don
Vogel Paint & Wax, Inc.
The Henry
Hospers Qub
$500 - $999
De Pree. Mr.:& Mrs. Bruce
Equitable of Iowa
Ferrell, Mr. & Mrs. Jerry
Granberg, Dr. & Mrs. Lars 1.
Hubers-Van Engelenhoven
Klay & Bastemeyer
Kooiker. Mr. & Mrs. Arthur B.
Kraai Furniture
Lelvlars Federal Savings & Loan
May tag Company
Reynen, Mr. & Mrs. Henry
Russ' Ready Mix
Scorza. Dr. 4 Mrs. Sylvio
Sioux County Capital
Sterenberg, Mr. & Mrs. Paul
Te Paske, Dr, G.H.
Te Paske, Mr. John D.
Tratebas, Rev. & Mrs. Edmund
Van Etten, Dr. & Mrs. Donald
Van Wyk, Rev. & Mrs. John C.
Vermeer, Dr. &. Mrs. Wallace
The Heritage Club
$100 - $499
Ad-Visor
Albertsen, Dr. A.N.
Baker, Mr. & Mrs. Paul J.
Bloemendaal, Mr. Larry
Bloemendaal, Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence
Boote, Dr. & Mrs. Edwin L.
Bosch. Mr. Everett D.
Brumels, Mr. & Mrs. Gordon
Bushmer, Dr. & Mrs. Alexander
Cambier, Mrs. William
Chesterman, Mr. Cy
Clausen, Mr. Donald
Colen brander, Rev. & Mrs. Paul
Dame. Rev. Clarence P.
De Boom, Mr. Adrian
De Haan Electric
De Haan, Mr. & Mrs. Delbert
De Haan, Mr. & Mrs. Rodney
De long DX
De Jong, Mr. & Mrs. Paul
De Jong, Mr. & Mrs. Wilbur J.
De Vries Interiors
De Vries Transfer
De Young, Mr. & Mrs. Gilbert H.
De Zeeuw Insurance
Dickson, Mr. James
Docter, Rev. & Mrs. Garret
Douglas, Dr. & Mrs. Earl M.
Draayer & De Vries Real Estate
Drake, Rev. & Mrs. Alfred E.
Dunlop, Mr. & Mrs. Robert M.
Dunton, Mr. & Mrs. Robert
Dykstra, Mr. & Mrs. David
England, Dr. Theora
Fikse, M·r. & Mrs. Everett
Fisher, Dr. Henry
Foreman, Mr. & Mrs. Marvin
Fylstra, Mrs. Iva
Genant, Mr. & Mrs. George P.
,Groen Plumbing & Heating
Hansen, Dr. & Mrs. Peter J.
Hassebroek, Dr. & Mrs. R.J.
Hegstad, Mr. & Mrs. Glen
Hesselink, Rev. & Mrs. Harold
Hielkema, Mr. & Mrs. Arthur G.
Hospers Savings Bank
Household Finance Corp.
Hubers, Mr. &. Mrs. Dale
Johansson, Mrs. E.P.
Jonker, Mr. & Mrs. Arthur
Kiel, Mr. & Mrs. Lester
Kooiker, Mr. Wayne
Lamberts, Mr. Gordon
Lemmenes, Mr. Andrew
Leslie, Mr. & Mrs. Clifford
Ludens, Mr. & Mrs. James M.
3 M Company
Metals Engineering
Meu rs, Mr. Herman
Mouw Construction
Mouw, Mr. John W.
MOllW, Mr. & Mrs. Ralph
Muilenburg, Mr. & Mrs. John A.
Muyskens, Mr. &. Mrs. Paul
Nerren. Mr. &. Mrs. Alvin D.
North American Rockwell
Northwestern State Bank
Nulton. Rev. & Mrs. Paul
Oliver, Mr. & Mrs. Roger K.
Orange Motor Co.
Paarlberg. Mr. & Mrs. Peter N.
Pals, Dr. & Mrs. Peter
Pennings, Dr. Alfred
Pennings, Mr. &. Mrs. Carl
Phillips Hwy. 66 Service
Plender. Mr. & Mrs. Dwayne
Punt-Cam bier Motor
Quaker Oats Foundation
Raak, Mr. & Mrs. Perry
Reynen, Mr. & Mrs. Robert W.
Roggen & Ford
Rons Motor Sales
Rottschafer, Mr. William O.
Rozeboom, Mr. & Mrs. W.A.
Ruisch. Mr. & Mrs. Ed
Schimmel, Mr. & Mrs. Arie
Schoep, Mrs. Matilda
Schultz, Mr. & Mrs. Warner W.
Schutt. Misses Fannie & Edna
Sioux Electric Cooperative
Siouxland Harvestores
Sioux land Sunday School Assn.
Sonneveldt, Miss Corrine
Stapert, Dr. & Mrs. John
Steunenberg, Mrs. Henri
Steunenberg, Miss Phyllis
Ten Clay, Mr. Elliott G.
Ten Hoeve, Dr. & Mrs. Thomas
Tel' Beck. Mrs. Ella B.
Teusmk. Rev. & Mrs. Howard G.
Timmer, Mr. Jack
Tjeerdsma, Mrs. Gertrude
Tolman Welding & Mfg.
Tri-State Livestock Auction Co.
Tysen, Rev. & Mrs. Maurice
Van Drie, Mr. & Mrs. Rudy
Van Eck, Dr. & Mrs. Edward
Van Engen, Mr. & Mrs. Garold
Van Engelenhoven, Mr. &. Mrs. Paul
Van Etten Funeral Home
Van Kempen, Mr. & Mrs. Peter
Van Leeuwen, Mr. John H.
Van Meeteren, Mr. & Mrs. Clarence
Van Roekel, Dr. & Mrs. Glenn
Van Voorhis, Dr. & Mrs. L.W.
Van Wyk, Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence
Van Zyl, Mr. Ralph
Vander Aarde, Mr. & Mrs. Bernard
Vander Kooi, Dr. &. Mrs. Pall]
Vander Schaaf, Rev. & Mrs. Henry
Vander Schaaf, Mrs. J.J.
Vander Wal, Miss Janice
Vander Weide Insurance
Vander Werff, Dr, & Mrs. Lyle
Verdoorn, Mr. & Mrs. Bill
Vermeer, Mr. & Mrs. Wayne D.
Versteeg, Dr. & Mrs. Jackson D.
Vogel & Vande Brake
Wells' Dairy
Wendel, Mr. Donald N.
Wilbee, Dr. & Mrs. V. Roy
woudsrra's Meat Market
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wurprs. Mr. & Mrs. John
Zeu tenhorst. Mr. & Mrs. John
Zomermaand. Mr. Elmer
The Founder's Club
$1- $99
anonymous
Aalberts, Mr. & Mrs. Alfred
Aalberts, Rev. Gradus A.
Aarsen, Mr. & Mrs. Henry T.
Ackerman, Mrs. Ruth
All-American Transport
AI's Floor Covering
American Legion Bowling Alley
Amway-Kobes
Auto Service Garage
Benes, Dr. Louis H.
Benserna, Mrs. William C.
Berghuis. Dr. Melvin
Bernatz, Mr. Kenneth
Bierma, Mr. & Mrs. Carl
Bill's Sanitation
Black Knight Lounge
Blanford. Mrs. Lily Chia
Bleeker, Dr. Gerrit W.
Block, Rev. & Mrs. Robert
Bloemendaal, Dr. E.G.
Blom, M 1'. Peter
Bogaard, Mr. & Mrs. Nolan
Bomgaars, Mrs. Edith
Bomgaars, Mr. & Mrs. Vernon
Bonnema, Mr. & Mrs. Lowell
Boonstra, Mr. & Mrs. Harold
Boonstra, Mr. & Mrs. Norman
Bosch, Mrs. Gerald
Bowen-Colthurst, Mrs. John
Bronkhorst, Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth
Bruggers, Mr. John H.
Bussema, Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth
Brower, Mr. & Mrs. Fred
Campbell, Mrs. Gary
Catering Management, Inc.
C & H Body Repair
Chicago Holland Home for the Aged
Christenson, Dr. & Mrs. Dave
Cleveringa, Mrs. Fred F.
Cleveringa, Miss Marjorie
Coast to Coast
Commercial Printing, Inc.
Cook, Miss Marguerite
Da Mar Implement, Inc.
De Boer, Mr. Darrell W.
De Boer, M1'. Homer
De Boer, Miss Nattalee
De Cook, Mr. Bernard R.
De Cook, Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence
De Haan, Mrs. Jake
De Hoogh, Rev. & Mrs. Arthur
De Hoogh. Mr. & Mrs. Ted M.
De long, Mrs. Catherine A.
De Jong Enterprises
De Jong, Rev. G.E.
De long, Mr. & Mrs. Harry
De Jong. Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth
De Jong, Miss Linda A.
De long, Rev. Spencer C.
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De Jong, Rev. Lloyd
De Kock. Mrs. Harvey
De Koster, Mrs. Lucas
Den Hartog. Miss Elizabeth
Den Herder, Mrs. Garold
Den Herder, Mr. Phil
Den Herder, Mr. Roger
De Vries, Mr. & Mrs. Donald
De Vries, Mr. E.L.
De Vries, Rev. Frank
De Vries, Mr. & Mrs. Marion
De Zeeuw, Mr. Paul
Dord t College
Dow Chemical Co.
Draayer, Mr. & Mrs. Arlan
Draayer, Mrs. John B.
Dutch Mill Pharmacy
Dutch Mill Restaurant
Dutch Oven Bakery
Dykstra, Dr. David L.
Dykstra. Miss Hendrina
Eason, Miss Mary
E & J Variety
Elder, Mrs. Evangeline
Elliott Creek Presbyterian Church
Bronson, Ia.
Endert, Miss Carolina M.
Evangelical. Covenant Church
North Mankato, Minn.
Farm Bureau Insurance
Farmer's Co-op Oil
Fashion Shop, The
Fedders Furnace Cleaning
Ftkse, Rev. & Mrs. Evert
Fisher, Mrs. Gertrude
Fix & Fancy Beauty Salon
Foreman, Mr. & Mrs. J. Les
Foreman, Mr. Merlin
Fowke, Mr. & Mrs. Douglas S.
Frank's Shoe Store
Freed, Mr. Marvin
Gasser, Mrs. Charles M.
General Mills Foundation
Haack, Mr. Merne
Hansum, Mr. & Mrs. Gary J.
Harms, Rev. Forrest
Hayloft. The
Hector, Rev. & Mrs. Robert
Heemstra, Mr. & Mrs. Albert
Heemstra, Mr. Frank W.
Heusinkveld, Mr. George
Heusinkveld, Miss Frances
Hewlett-Packard Co.
Hietbrink, Mr. & Mrs. Grant
Hi-Precision Mfg.
Hoff, Rev. & Mrs. Marvin D.
Hoekstra, M1'. Jack
Hoffman, Rev. & Mrs. William M.
Hollinga Barber Shop
Homan's Appliance Center
Hoogeveen, Mr. & Mrs. Robert D.
Hospers, Rev. Alvin
Huibregtse, Mr. & Mrs. Robert
Huisman, Mr. & Mrs. Marvin D.
Huizenga Transportation
Hulstein, Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth
Hyink, Mrs. Anna
Jiskoot, Rev. Donald D.
anonymous
Jongewaard. Mr. Albert J.
J & R Body Shop
Juffer, Mr. Rodney
Juffer, Mr. & Mrs. Theodore
Kempers, Mr. & Mrs. Karl
King, Mr. & Mrs. K. Russell
Kingma, Rev. & Mrs. L.
Kleinwolterink, Mr. Larry
Kleis, M1'. & Mrs. Dave
KLEM
Kline, Rev. & Mrs. Walter
Klinghagen, Mrs. Simon H.
anonymous
Koets, Mr. & Mrs. Paul
Kooiker, Dr. John
Koole, Mrs. Arie L.
Korver, Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence
Korver. Miss Mathilda
Korver, Mrs. William G.
Koskamp, Mr. & Mrs. Tom
Kots. Rev. George T.
Kraayenbrink, Mrs. Dick'
Kroon, Mr. Henry L.
Kurtz, Mrs. Lynn C.
Kuyper, Mrs. Herbert
Lammers, Mrs. Donald
Landegent, Mr. & Mrs. John
Landhuis, Mr. Cornelius
Langstraat, Miss Ruth
Le Cocq. Mrs. Mary
Looyenga, Dr. Robert
Lotterman, Mrs. Anna R.
Louters, Mrs. Pete
Lubbers, Dr. Irwin 1.
Lukkes, Miss Joyce
Mackie, Mr. & Mrs. Milton
Mansen, Rev. Albert
Mansen, Rev. & Mrs. Ted
Marian's Beauty Shop
Mars Excavating
McKinstrey, Mr. & Mrs. Gordon
Mid-West Pre-Casting
Miller, Mr. Harold
Montgomery Ward
Mouw, Miss Sandra
Mouw's Super Value
Mueller, Mrs. R.D.
Muilenburg, Mrs. Harry
Muilenburg, Mr. Ronald W.
Mulder, Mrs. Carl
Mulder, Mr. Ronald
Murphy, Dr. & Mrs. Bruce
Music Manor, The
Muyskens, Rev. George C.
Myers, Mrs. Robert
Myrna's Beauty Shop
Nakashima, Mrs. Lorraine
Namminga, Mr. & Mrs. Allen
Neal's Shoe Store
Nieuwenhuis, Mr. & Mrs. Nelson
Nordgaard, Mr. & Mrs. Leslie
Nordgaard, Mr. & Mrs. Marvin
Oakdale Church
Cleghorn, Ia.
Orange City Cleaners
Orange City Sanitation
o & M Clover Farm
Pantry Cafe, The
Paterik, Mr. Roy D.
Pennings, Rev. Marion
Petersen, Rev. & Mrs. Roger
Petrich, Mrs. Norman
Pietenpol. Dr. C.J.
Priebe, Mrs. Leah
Punt, Mr. & Mrs. Roger
Punt, Mr. Willard
.. Pyle, Rev. & Mrs. Wendell
Quality Radio & Recording
Raak, Dr. Kenneth D.
Raney, Dr. & Mrs. John H.
Reinders, Miss Geraldine
Rensmk. Mr. Darrel
Ridder, Rev. Herman 1.
Rieckhoff, Mr. Robert
Rispens, Mrs. Martin
Roelofs, Mr. Davis
Ron's Deep Rock
Rozeboom, Rev. Gerrit 1.
Rozeboom, Miss Helen
Rozeboom. Dr. Lloyd E.
Rozeboom, Rev. Nickolas
Rozeboom, Rev. & Mrs. Richard J.
Rozendaal, Rev. James E.
Schaap. Mrs. Jake A.
Schalekamp, Mr. & Mrs. William
Schemper, Mr. & Mrs. Lee
Scholten, Mrs. Gertrude
Schouten, Mrs. Harold
Schut, Mr. & Mrs. Herlan
Sears
Shoe Tree, The
Sioux Abstract
Sioux Feed
Sioux Transfer
Sitter, Miss Karen
Smidt, Miss Merrita 1.
Smith, Mr. & Mrs. Daniel U.
Smith, Rev .. & Mrs. John M.
South Town Discount Grocery
Stegeman, Miss Ruth
Stegink Radio Repair
Sterrenburg, Mrs. Charles
Steunenberg, Miss Ruth
Stu it, Mr. Bernie
Stuit, Mr. & Mrs. Henry
Tazelaar, Mr. Mark
Tazelaar, Mr. Robert
Te Grotenhuis, Miss Hendrene
Tel' Beest, Rev. & Mrs. David
Thompson, Mrs. Willard
Tilstra, Mr. John
Time, Inc.
True Value Hardware
Van Beek, Mr. John L.
Van Egmond, Rev. & Mrs. Howard
Van Gelder Jewelry
Van Gorp, Jr., Mrs. Wiliam
Van Grouw, Mr. & Mrs. Arie
Van Heest, Rev. Gerard
Van Leerdam, Mr. & Mrs. Peter
Van Lummel, Rev. & Mrs. Arnold
Van M aarten, Mr. & Mrs. Delbert
Van Oss, Mr. & Mrs. Forrest
Van Peursem, Mr. Chester
Van Peursem, Rev. Gerrit D.
Van Peursem, Miss Judy
Van Roekel, Rev. & Mrs. James
Van's Super Service
Van Wyk, Rev. Kenneth
Vande Lune, Mr. & Mrs. Sidney
Vande Steeg. Mr. & Mrs. M. John
Vande Steeg, Mrs. AJ.
Van De Strod. Mr. Case
Van Den Langenberg, Mr. Steven J.
Vander Aarde, Rev. & Mrs. Robert
Vander Berg, Mr. & Mrs. B.G.
Vander Berg, Mrs. Gladys
Vander Berg, Mr. Rick
Vander Kooi, Rev. Willis J.
Vander Laan, Mr. & Mrs. Harold
Vander Maten, Miss Mary
Vander Ploeg, Rev. Elmer
Vander Ploeg, Mr. & Mrs. Henry
Vander Schaaf, Mr. & Mrs. Fl.C.
Vander Schaaf, Rev. & Mrs. Robert
Vander Schaaf, Mr. & Mrs. Roger
Vander Stoep, Mr. & Mrs. Arie
Vander Stoep, Mr. Donald
Vander Werff, Mr. & Mrs. Warren
Vander Zwaag, Mrs. Claude
Van't Kerkhoff, Rev. Harry
Veenschoten, Rev. H.M.
Veldhuis, Mr. & Mrs. G. Henry
Verburg. Mr. Paul V.
Verdoorn, Mr. & Mrs. Larry L.
Verduin, Mr. Jacob
Verduin, Mrs. Ralphine
Vermeer, Mrs. Evan
Vermeer, Miss Johanna
Village Drug, The
Vis, Rev. & Mrs. Anthony
Vis, Mr. & Mrs. Robert
Vos, Rev. John
VogeJaar, Mr. Robert L.
Walker, Dr. & Mrs. Everett
Watkins-Ralph Bouma
Weiss, Rev. & Mrs. Raymond
Wester, Mrs. Vernon
Westra, Mr. Roger D.
Wierenga, Mr. O.c.
Wierks, Rev. & Mrs. Bruce
Wiersma, Miss Sadie
woelber, Mr. & Mrs. Lloyd
Wolf, Mr. & Mrs. Norman
Wynia, Mr. & Mrs. Marvin
Woudstra, Mr. James
Zagaja, Mr. John W.
Zwemer, Miss Winifred
1915
Anna E. De Jong Muilenburg
Cynthia Pennings Rozeboom
1916
CJ. Pietenpol
Ed Ruisch
1917
Helen Rozeboom
Ralph Van Zyl
1918
Marie Eerkes Cambier
G.E. De Jong
Geraldine Reinders
Richard 1. Rozeboom
Chester Van Peursem
Arie Vander Stoep
1919
Mathilda J. Korver
George T. Kots
Dora Roos Schaap
1920
Adrian De Boom
Elsie De Cook Gasser
Gerrit 1. Rozeboom
Anna Mouw Ruisch
Harry Van't Kerkhoff
1922
Birdella De Cook Korver
Marion Pennings
1923
Fannie Schut Cleveringa
Ted Mansen
George C. Muyskens
1924
anonymous
Priscilla Bekman Bowen-Colthurst
Mildred Straks Mansen
1925
Gertrude Korver Scholten
Anna Engelsman Teusink
John Vos
1926
E.G. Bloemendaal
Mabel Ver Steeg De Haan
Lloyd E. Rozeboom
E.G. Vander Berg
1927
Lawrence De Cook
Spencer C. De Jong
Rebecca Muilenburg De Vries
1930
Wilbur 1. De Jong
Albert & Florence (De Jeng) Heemstra
John W. MOllW
Matilda Lubbers Schoep
Jeane De Jong Vander Berg
1931
Alfred Aalberts
Cornelius Land huis
Henry J. Moret
Davis Roelofs
Alumni
1898
Anna Sipma Hyink
1903
Gerrit D. Van Peursem
1906
Ada Muilenburg Vander Schaaf
1908
John C. Van Wyk
1909
Gertrude Klein Fisher
H.M. Vccnschoten
1912
W.A. Rozeboom
Matilda De Jong Sterrenburg
1932
Gradus A. Aalberts
Pall I De Zeeuw
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Nickolas Rozeboom
Sidney Vande Lu ne
Willis 1. Vander Kooi
Sadie Wiersma
1933
Esther Duven Aalberts
Melvin Berghuis
Peter Blom
1934
David L. Dykstra
Aalbert J. J ongewaaard
Anna Rylaarsdam Lotterman
Albert Mansen
Maurice Te Paske
1935
Bernard R. De Cook
Edna Schutt
Hendrene Te Grotenhuis
Ruth Vander Schaaf Thompson
1936
Jeanette (Den Herder) De Jong
George Heusinkveld
Ralph Mouw
Adelphus & Yette (Ramaker) Te Paske
Ruth Muyskens Van Engen
Lawrence Van Wyk
Robert Vander Schaaf
1937
Lloyd De Jong
Alene Ramaker Moret
Vera Kreykes Te Paske
Viola Schuller Vande Lune
Jacob Verduin
1938
Wilmyna Van Peursem Draayer
George P. Genant
Genevieve Slothouber Mouw
Henry Vander Schaaf
1939
Evelyn Mulder Bensema
Ethel De Graaf Bogaard
June Lubbers De Kock
1940
Francis Brink Bloemendaal
Homer De Boer
Ruth Lubbers Foreman
Theodore & Adeline (Brinks) Juffer
John Kooiker
Esther Keizer Vander Schaaf
Marcia Boone Vis
1941
Kenneth D. Raak
Paul V. Verburg
1942
Harold Boonstra
Alfred Pennings
Arnold & Marjorie (Brower) Van Lummel
1943
Artella Mouw Bosch
Paul & Vera (Pennings) Colenbrander
Lois Muyskens Hector
Frank W. Heemstra
Maria Brink Mueller
H.C. Vander Schaaf
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1944
Norman Boonstra
Anna Van Raalte Fikse
Frances Heusiukveld
Jeneva Korver Hcfmeyer
E. Corene Vander Stoep Koole
Alfred Pennings
H. Virgil Rowenhorst
1945
Evadean Balkema Klinghagen
Annetta Vande weerd Lammers
1946
Marlys (Mouw) Pennings
1947
Velma Van Driel Boonstra
Dale & Margaret (Bastemeyer) Hubers
1948
Fred W. Brower
Delbert De Haan
Arthur Jonker
Milton & Rosa (Korver) Mackie
Paul Muyskens
Carl Pennings
Wilma Korver Petersen
1949
Evangeline Kooy Elder
Alvin Hospers
Harold & Muriel (Van Binsbergen)
Vander Laa11
1950
Delbert Van Maanen
Jane De Jong Van Oss
Wallace Vermeer
1951
Roger Petersen
Rudy Van Drie
Joanna Vonk Vermeer
Ruth Bogaard Van Voorhis
1952
Edwin L. Boote
Eunice Schutt Hulstein
Audree Heemstra Landegent
Mildred Riphagen Mulder
John Tilstra
Lloyd Woelber
1953
Arthur Hielkema
Vera Cleveringa Petrich
John M. Vande Steeg
Don Vander Weide
1954
Lester Kiel
Lawrence & Betty (Kraai) Korver
John Landegent
Kathleen Cleveringa McKinstrey
Herlan Schut
Donald Van Etten
Diane Mattlin Vande Steeg
Lyle Vander Werff
1955
Catherine Roelofs De Jong
Annette Rosken Kiel
James M. Ludens
Alvin D. Netten
Phyllis Steunenberg
Joyce Wolbrink Van Gorp
Elmer Vander Ploeg
Jackson VerSteeg
1956
Lavina Snuttjer Block
Marvin D. Hoff
Robert & Esther (Ten Clay) Hoogeveen
Virginia Overlander Kraayenbrink
Lila Top Netten
Wil1ard Punt
Gladys Vander Wolde Van Drie
Hilda Westhoff Van Leerdarn
Robert & Marjorie (Hartog) Vander Aarde
Betty Aalberts Vander Zwaag
1957
anonymous
Rodney De Haan
Rodney Juffer
Henry L. Kroon
Kathleen Vander Maten Kuyper
Ronald W. Muilenburg
G.H. Te Paske
Alverna Hulstein Van Engelenhoven
Peter Van Leerdam
Glenn & Audrey (McMurray) Van Roekel
Larry & Alfreda (Juffer) Verdoorn
1958
Marvin & Judith (De Groot) Foreman
Merlin J. Foreman
Joan Rozendaal Hoff
Marvin D. Huisman
John & Mary Ellen (Vande Brock)
Muilenburg
Leah Hasselo Priebe
Darrel Rensink
1959
Frank De Vries
Robert Looyenga
Paul Van Engelenhoven
Marilyn Kolenbrander Vander Kooi
Jan Hartog Veldhuis
1960
Darrell W. De Boer
Esther Huisman De Haan
Donald & Ruth (Iacobsrna) De Vries
Carolina M. Endert
1961
Donna De Zeeuw Den Herder
Phil Den Herder
Donald D. Jiskoot
Gladys Korver Vander Berg
G. Henry Veldhuis
Wayne D. Vermeer
1962
Linda A. De Jong
Elizabeth Den Hartog
Allan Schimmel
Donald Vander Stoep
Warren Vander Werff
1963
Gerrit W. Bleeker
Edith Wallinga Bomgaars
Betty Fonkert Ferrell
Sharon VerSteeg Johansson
1964
Forrest Harms
'~THESAURON
WE HAVE THIS THESAURON IN EARTHEN
VESSELS, TO SIIOW THAT THE TRANSCEN-
DENT POWER BELONGS TO GOD NOT TO
US. II Corinthians 4:7
\'
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THESAURON
The title of this publication is a form of the Greek noun
meaning "treasure."
St. Paul employed this word in II Corinthians 4:7 as part of a
strong metaphor describing the Christian life. The analogy, drawn
from triumphal processions of ancient Rome, calls to mind the
custom of carrying gold, silver and precious gems in cheap and
fragile earthen vessels.
By means of this figure, St. Paul contrasts the splendor of the
treasure [thesauron] with the frailty and unworthiness of the
earthenware containers in which the treasure is placed.
The meaning of the metaphor is clear. Christians, like the
ceramic pots. are in themselves unworthy. It is the treasure they
contain (vthe light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face
of Christ") which is valuable. It is God's will that the Christian be 1
a steward of this treasure [thesaurcn]; a sharer of the light of God
in Jesus Christ.
The corner stone of Zwemer Hall bears these words: "Deus est
Lux" (God is Light). It is and has been the purpose of l
Northwestern College to train young men and women for God's
service in the world. In the nine decades since its founding,
Northwestern College has provided thousands of well-equipped
leaders for the church. You can help us to continue this work in
future years. •
By means of a deferred gift to Northwestern College, you, as a
Christian steward, by sharing your treasure, can underwrite the
cost of a student's education, a professor's salary or some other
vital need of Christian higher education.
" ... We have this thesauron in earthen vessels, to show that the
transcendent power belongs to Goo and not to us" (II Cor. 4:7).
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Your Year-end Gift to Northwestern
THIS YEAR'S HARVEST
With the announced prospects of another year of bountiful
harvests, comes a renewed awareness of God's good providence
and blessing. OUf Heavenly Father has again rewarded the
investment of time, labor and skill of the American farmer with
record yields of grain. His goodness prompts everyone of us to
respond with joyous praise and thanksgiving.
YOUR STEWARDSHIP AND YOUR FREEDOM TO GIVE
The plenteous harvest also reminds us to respond as stewards of
His manifold gifts. This issue of Thesauron speaks to us of still
another aspect of Gad's providence. One of the freedoms we enjoy
as citizens of this great land relates to the system of taxation. Our
government, by law, encourages individuals and corporations to
support private institutions by generous gifts. This is a right that
you may exercise. It is a right which is unique among the nations
of the world.
According to United States tax law, you are entitled to income
tax deductions for many types of gifts to Northwestern College. If
your gift is in cash you are permitted to deduct up to 50% of your
adjusted gross income, with a five-year carryover for any "excess".
This article will help you to determine the kind of gift (cash,
securities, real estate, etc.) you wish to give. In any case, you
should plan your gift with your lawyer or tax consultant very soon.
WILL YOUR YEAR-END GIFT TO US
BE DEDUCTIBLE THIS YEAR?
As the end of the year approaches, a great many people will
pause to assess their financial affairs. As a result, some wiII decide
Copyrighl1972, McKenney and Thomsen
to complete a gift to Northwestern College before the end of the
year. Very often. such a decision will be motivated by (1) a desire
to help us now and (2) a wish to make use this year of the income
tax deduction allowed for such a gift.
Once the decision has been made. it is important to take the
steps necessary to complete the gift in the proper year, This issue
of Thesauron discusses some of the practical problems a donor
may face in completing a year-end gift.
OUTRIGHT GIFTS OF CASH OR OTHER PROPERTY
Most of the gifts we receive each year are au tright gifts of cash or
other property. Frequently, the steps that must be taken to
complete such a gift are not complicated, However, the steps may
vary somewhat depending on the type of property being given, For
instance:
Gifts of Cash
Many of the gifts we receive are made with cash-using currency
or a check, In order to complete such a gift, it must be delivered to
us or to someone who accepts the gift for us, Very often. a check is
mailed to LIS; and in such a case, the gift is complete when it is
mailed. For example. if you mail us a check on December 30, the
gift is complete that day-even though we do not receive the check
until January 2. 1
Gifts of Securities
Some year-end gifts are made with securities, and where such a
gift is intended to produce an income tax deduction this year. care
should be taken to see that all the necessary steps are taken to
1. The example assumes the check was dated December 30 and
cleared in the ordinary course when we deposited it.
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complete the gift this year. For example. if you cause securities to
be registered in our name,2 the gift is complete when the transfer
has been accomplished on the books of the corporation. Some-
times, it takes much longer than anticipated to transfer securities.
Consequently. as the end of the year approaches. it becomes
increasingly more dangerous to postpone a gift that is to be
handled in this way.
A safer way to handle a year-end gift of securities-and a
perfectly satisfactory way to make a gift at any other time of the
year-is to deliver the securities in negotiable form to us or to
someone who accepts the gift for us,3 When securities are
delivered in negotiable form. we have control over what is done
with the securities. Therefore, the gift is complete upon delivery.
As with cash. delivery of a gift of secut-ities can be made by maiL
For example, where you mail us a stock certificate (in one
envelope) and an assignment separate from the certificate (in
anther envelope). and the combination makes the security
negotiable, the gift is complete for charitable deduction purposes
when the envelopes are placed in the mail.
Gifts of Real Estate
Today, a great many people own real estate, and an increasing
number of them are making gifts of real estate to charity. Where
such a gift is planned, local law will determine the formalities that
must be followed in making the transfer. An early start in
planning such a gift, combined with the help of an experienced
attorney. wil1 insure that the technical requirements for transfer of
title will be met before the end of the year.
Gifts of Life Insurance
Life insurance is also a popular means of making gifts to
charity. However, the tax benefits usually depend upon the
donor's transferring aU of the incidents of ownership in the policy
to the charity. As a rule, such a gift is not complete until the
insurance company enters the transfer on its records. Therefore, it
is advisable to get started on a gift of insurance well before the end
of the year.
Gifts of Other Kinds of Property
Finally. where works of art or other unique or unusual property
is bcing given to a charity, the donor should be careful to see that
all the necessary steps are taken to complete the gift in the
intended year. Generally speaking, careful planning should start
at an early date, for the transfer of such property may involve
certain legal requirements. And these gifts should usually be
undertaken with the help of an experienced attorney.
SPLIT INTEREST GIFTS
Where a gift involves less than the donor's entire interest in the
property-in other words, a split interest gift-careful planning
should always start early. Such gifts usually require
documentation. and where lawyers and other advisers are involved,
they should have sufficient time to complete their work.
For example. where a gift of a remainder interest is to be made
through the use of a charitable remainder annuity trust or
unitrust. the trust must be created, and it must be funded before
2. If you are planning to make such a gift, we will be happy to
give you the exact name to which the securities should be transferred.
3. Where a broker agrees to act as our agent for delivery of a gift of
securities in negotiable form, it is important that the broker hold the
security from the date of the gift in an account subject to our exclusive
control.
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the gift will be complete. Starting the planning for such a gift well
ill advance increases the likelihood that all of the necessary steps
will be completed before the end of the year.
RESTRICTED GIFTS
(
Occasionally, a donor planning to make a gift to Northwestern
College feels that we should be restricted in our use of the
property. Fortunately, almost all of our gifts have been wholly
unrestricted, and the restrictions applicable to the others have
usually been broadly and flexibly stated.
Ii is well to remember that a conditional or restricted gift is not
complete until the recipient accepts the gift and the applicable
conditions or restrictions. Therefore, if you think you may want to
restrict our use of you r gift, we urge you to discuss the matter with
us ahead of time.
The general purposes of Northwestern College will be as relevant
a hundred years from now as they are today. However, various
specific purposes which are now very important may someday
become much less so. As a result, we urge persons who wish to
guide us in the use of their gifts to do so by request rather than by
directive. This way, if the specified purpose should some day
become out-of-date. we may use the gift: for a more timely purpose.
In addition, there is no delay in your completing your gift.
CORPORATE GIFTS
The timing of corporate gifts or charity is an important financial
consideration for many business executives. A corporation can
deduct up to 5% of its taxable income, with certain adjustments,
for charitable contributions. If the corporation reports its income
on the "cash basis." the contribution must be paid during the
taxable year. On the other hand, an "accrual basis" corporation
may deduct a contribution in the year in which it is authorized if it
is paid by the l Sth of the third month after the close of its taxable
year.
In either case. appropriate action before the end of the taxable
year is necessary if a deduction is to be available for the year. In
the case of a cash-basis corporation. the contribution must be paid
within the taxable year. An accrual-basis corporation need only
authorize the contribution before the end of the year. If the
current year closes before the necessary action is taken, the
deduction for the year is lost forever.
CONCLUSION
Very often. the primary motive for prompt completion of a gift
to Northwestern College is a determination to help us as soon as
practicable. As increasing numbers of our friends come to
recognize our urgent needs, they want to help us, and they want to
do it now. For many of them, gaining the maximum tax benefit
from their gift is a much less important consideration.
Of course, every individual is privileged to conduct his or her
affairs in a way that minimizes income taxes. And where a gift is
decided upon late in the year, it is only prudent to examine the.
potential advantages of completing the gift this year. Since
year-end gifts often provide the donor with attractive income tax
savings, adequate preparation should be made for completing
such gifts. Careful planning should start at an early date; and
where the gift involves technicalities, it should be made with the
help of competent advisers.
Paul Koets
Ruth Steunenberg
1965
Lily Chia Blanford
Noreen De Jager De Hoogh
Arlan Draayer
(~Iva Jean Koele Fyls~ra
- "Myr-na Wagenaar King
Patricia Oelrich Muyskens
John D. Te Paske
Rohert Vogelaar
John Wurpts
1966
Lawrence Bloemendaal
Linda Brantsen Campbell
Wilmina Vander Maaten Grooters
Russell King
Sharon Symens Kurtz
Wilma Van Wyk Leslie
Lolita Kay Vander Vliet Smith
Frances Van Binsbergen Vermeer
1967
Kay Korver Myers
Lorraine Kubota Nakashima
Janice Vander Wal
Bruce & Mary Ann (Hooyer) Wierks
1968
Nolan Bogaard
H. Kenneth & Karen (Schwolow)
Bronkhorst
Ted De Hoogh
Dorothea; Hymans De Koster
Larry L. K leinwolterink
Robert & Patricia (Block) Reynen
Daniel U. Smith
Rick Vander Berg
Roger D. Westra
Cher~! Verdoorn Wolf
1969
Kenneth Bernatz
Mary Lou Blom Bomgaars
Charlene Oolman Brower
Evelyn Van Regenmorter Bussema
Ardys Hesselink Hansu m
Karl & Gloria (Swier) Kempers
Dave & Barbara (Ju rrians) Kleis
Joyce Lukkes
Allen & June (Bosgraaf Namminga
Paul Nulton
Carol (Van Wyk) Schemper
Judy Van Peursem
Anthony & Deanna (Hospers) Vis
Norman Wolf
Rosalee Nyhof Wurpts
1970
Vernon Bomgaars
Marjorie Cleveringa
Merne D. Haak
Wayne Kooiker
Debbie Wiersma Louters
'Iioan Eilderts Nulton
Perry & Cherie (Ravenhorst) Raak
Elliott Ten Clay
1971
anonymous
Mary Lynn Sikkema Bogaard
Harriet Moss Boote
Everett D. Bosch
Kenneth Bussema
Mary S. Eason
Gary Hansum
Sandra Mouw
Ronald Mulder
Les & Linda (Van Ornmeren) Nordgaard
Roy D. Paterik
Merrita J. Smidt
Gladys Spurr Tratebas
Steven Van Den Langenberg
Mary Vander Maten
Dawn Swets Vermeer
1972
Ruth Block Ackerman
Lowell & Glenda (Nibbelink) Bonnema
Nattalee De Boer
Tom & Donna (Field) Koskamp
Ru th Langstraat
Roger & Judith (Van Dyke) Punt
Lee Schemper
Karen Sitter
Roger Vander Schaaf
Darlene Ten Haken Woelber
Marvin & Esther (Reynen) Wynia
Churches
ARIZONA
Phoenix - Christ's Community Reformed
Tucson - Tucson Reformed
CALIFORNIA
Artesia - New Life Community Reformed
Bellflower - Bethel Reformed
Chino - Chino Valley Reformed
EI Monte - Trinity Reformed
Escondido - Community Reformed
Long Beach - EI Dorado Park
Community Reformed
Modesto - Paradise Community Reformed
Paramount - Emmanuel Reformed
Redlands - Bethany Reformed
Ripon - Calvary Reformed
Sacramento - Hope Community Reformed
San Jose - Church-of ..the-Chimes
Reformed
Santa Ana Parkview Community
Reformed
COLORADO
Denver - Christ Community Reformed
First Reformed
Garden Home Community
Reformed
Our Saviour's Reformed
FLORIDA
Bradenton - Bayshore Gardens Reformed
Lakeworth - Palm Springs Reformed
Sarasota - Church of the Cross Reformed
Venice - Calvary Reformed
ILLINOIS
Baileyville - Baileyville Reformed
Chicago - Bethany Reformed
Calvary Reformed
First Reformed, Mt. Greenwood
United Reformed
Danforth - Danforth Reformed
Dolton - Community Reformed
Erie - Newton Zion Reformed
Forreston - Forreston Reformed
Freeport - Community Reformed
Fulton - First Reformed
Second Reformed
Trinity Reformed
German Valley - Silver Creek Reformed
Harvey - Bethel Reformed
Lanark - Faith Reformed
Lansing .. First Reformed
Grace Reformed
Morrison - Ebenezer Reformed
Oak Lawn - Green Oak Reformed
Palos Heights - Reformed Church
of Palos Heights
Pekin - Normandale Reformed
Raritan - Raritan Reformed
SI. Anne - First Reformed. Wichert
South Holland - Faith Reformed
First Reformed
Thorn Creek Reformed
Tinley Park - Til;ley Park Reformed
INDIANA
De Motte - American Reformed
First Reformed
Gary - Ross Reformed
Hammond - Riverside Park Reformed
Indianapolis - Christian Park Reformed
Lafayette - First Reformed
Munster - Trinity Reformed
IOWA
Ackley - Washington Reformed
Alexander - Alexander Reformed
Allison - Trinity Reformed
Alton - Alton Reformed
Aplington - Bethel Reformed
First Reformed
Archer - Archer Reformed
Belmond - Immanuel Reformed
Boyden - First Reformed
Bristow - First Reformed
Bronson Elliott Creek Presbyterian
Buffalo Center - Buffalo Center Reformed
Cleghorn - Oakdale Church
Des Moines - Bethany Reformed
Calvary Reformed
Doon - First Reformed
Everly - First Reformed Church of Clay
County
George - Hope Reformed
Hawarden - Community Reformed
Holland - Pleasant Valley Reformed
Hospers - Hospers Reformed
Newkirk Reformed
Hull- American Reformed
First Reformed
Inwood First Reformed
Ireton - First Reformed
Leighton - Ebenezer Reformed
Lester - Bethel Reformed
Little Rock - Salem Reformed
Marathon - Marathon Evangelical Free
Church
Matlock - Matlock Reformed
Maurice - First Reformed
Melvin - Melvin Reformed
United Methodist
Newton - Community Reformed
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Orange City - American Reformed
First Reformed
Free Grace
Reformed,
Middleburg
Trinity Reformed
Oskaloosa - Central Reformed
Parkersburg - Hope Reformed
Paullina - Zion Lutheran
Pel1a - First Reformed
Trinity Reformed
Prairie City - First Reformed
Primghar - American Reformed
Rock Rapids - First Reformed
Rock Valley - Carmel Reformed
First Reformed
Sanborn - First Reformed
Sheffield - Zion Reformed
Sheldon - Bethel Reformed
First Reformed
Sibley - First Reformed
Trinity Reformed
Sioux Center - Central Reformed
First Reformed
Spencer - Hope Reformed
Stout - Reformed Church of Stout
Titonka - Ramsey Reformed
Waterloo - Grace Reformed
MICHIGAN
Allendale - First Reformed
Byron Center - Reformed Church
of Corinth
Woodhaven Reformed
Detroit - Riverford Heights Reformed
Fremont - First' Reformed
Grand Haven - Hope Reformed
Second Reformed
Grand Rapids - Bethany Reformed
Beth·el Reformed
Home Acres Reformed
Immanuel Reformed
Knapp St. Reformed
Oakdale Park Reformed
Oakview Reformed
Richmond Reformed
Third Reformed
Trinity Reformed
Unity Reformed
Grandville - First Reformed
Zion Reformed
Hamilton - Bentheim Reformed
Haven Reformed
Holland - Central Park Reformed
Community Reformed
First Reformed
Maplewood Reformed
North Holland Reformed
Hudsonville - Fellowship Reformed
Forest Grove Reformed
Hudsonville Reformed
Jamestown - Jamestown Reformed
Kalamazoo - Calvary Reformed
First Reformed
North Park Reformed
Second Reformed
Southridge Reformed
Martin . Martin Reformed
Montague - Ferry Memorial Reformed
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Muskegon - Central Reformed
First Reformed
Unity Reformed
Portage - First Reformed
Rockford - Rockford Reformed
Spring Lake - Christ Community
Reformed
Warren - Church of the Master
West Olive - Ottawa Reformed
Wyoming - Beverly Reformed
Eighth Reformed
Zeeland - Faith Reformed
First Reformed
Second Reformed
Vriesland Reformed
MINNESOTA
Blomkest - Roseland Reformed
Chandler - Chandler Reformed
Clara City - Bethany Reformed
Edgerton - First Reformed
Ellsworth - Bethel Reformed
Hollandale - Hollandale Reformed
Leota - Bethel Reformed
Luverne - American Reformed
Marietta - Antelope Valley Reformed
Montevideo - Hope Reformed
N. Mankato - Evangelical Covenant
Church
Preston - Greenleaf ton Reformed
Rochester - Church of the Saviour
S1. Paul - Peace Reformed
Silver Creek - Silver Creek Reformed
Slayton - First Reformed
Steen - Reformed Church of Steen
Willmar - First Reformed
Woodstock - American Reformed
Worthington - American Reformed
MONTANA
Great Falls - Christ's Church-on- the-Hill
NEBRASKA
Adams - Pella Reformed
Firth - First Reformed
Holland - Reformed Church of Holland
Macy - Macy Reformed
Omaha - Westwood Community
Reformed
NEW JERSEY
Bergenfield - Clinton Ave. Reformed
Boonton - Boonton Reformed
Blawenburg - Blawenburg Reformed
Clifton - A thenia Reformed
Reformed Church of Clifton
East Millstone . East Millstone Reformed
Fairlawn - Fairlawn Reformed
Glen Rock - Community Church of Glen
Rock
Harrington Park - Community Church
Hasbrouck Heights. First Reformed
Hawthorne - First Reformed
Rea Avenue Reformed
Linden - Reformed Church of Linden
Little Falls - First Reformed
Second Reformed
Midland Park - First Reformed
Trinity Reformed,
Wortendyke
New Brunswick - Second Reformed
New Shrewsbury - Reformed Church
of New Shrewsbury
North Bergen - Grove Reformed
North Branch - North Branch Reformed
Passaic - Bethel Reformed
Paterson - Riverside Reformed
Plainfield - Netherwood Reformed
Pompton Lakes - Pompton Reformed
Pompton Plains - First Reformed
Ridgefield - English Neighborhood
Reformed
Saddlebrook - First Reformed
Somerville - Finderne Reformed
Hillsborough Reformed,
Mil1stone
Second Reformed
Sou th River - First Reformed
Teaneck - Community Church of Teaneck
Union City - First Reformed
Hope Reformed
Wanaque - Wanaque Reformed
Wayne - Preakness Reformed
Westwood - Reformed Church of
Westwood
Wyckoff - Second Reformed
NEW YORK
Albany - Community Reformed Church
of Colonie
First Reformed Church
Amsterdam - Florida Reformed, Minaville
Canajoharie ~Reformed Church of
Canajoharie
Chatham - First Reformed
Claverack - Reformed Dutch Church
Clymer - Abbe Reformed
Coeymans - Coeymans Reformed
Duanesburg - Princetown Reformed
East Greenbush - Greenbush Reformed
Flushing - Flushing Protestant Dutch
Reformed
Fonda - Fonda Reformed
Fort Plain - Reformed Church of
Fort Plain
Ghent - First Reformed
Locust Valley - Reformed Church
of Locust Valley
Montgomery - The Reformed Church
New Baltimore· New Baltimore Reformed
Newburgh - Meadow Hill Reformed
New York - Fordham Manor Ref.
Ft. Washington Collegiate
Marble Col1egiate
Middle Collegiate
West End Collegiate
North Tarrytown - First Reformed of
Tarrytown
Palmyra - Reformed Church of Palmyra
Poughkeepsie - The Reformed Church
Ridgewood - Trinity Reformed
Rochester - First Reformed
Rotterdam Junction + First Reformed
of Rotterdam
Roxbury - Jay Gould Memorial Reformed
Scarsdale - Greenville Community
Reformed
Schenectady - Lisha's Kill Reformed
Trinity Reformed
Schodack Landing - Schodack Landing
Reformed
Schuylerville - Bacon Hill Reformed
Selkirk - First Reformed Church of
Bethlehem
Sprakers - Curry town Reformed
Sprakers Reformed
,_Spring Valley· Spring Valley Reformed
West New Hempstead
Reformed
Staten Island . Brighton Heights Reformed
Reformed Church on
Staten Island
Syracuse - Reformed Church of Syracuse
Wallkill - Reformed Church of
Shawangunk
Warwick - Warwick Reformed
West Nyack - Clarkstown Reformed
West Sayville - First Reformed
Williston Park - Williston Park Reformed
Yonkers - Lincoln Park Community
Reformed
NORTH DAKOTA
Hague - Hope Reformed, Westfield
Litchville - First Reformed
Strasburg - Strasburg Reformed
OHIO
Cleveland - Brooklyn Reformed
Parkview Community
Reformed
PENNSYLVANIA
Feasterville - Community Reformed
SOUTH DAKOTA
Armour - Grandview Reformed
Canton - Bethany Reformed
Chancellor - Chancellor Reformed
Colton - First Reformed
Corsica - Grace Reformed
Harrison - First Reformed
Lennox - Delaware Reformed
• Ebenezer Prebyterian
Monroe - Sand ham Memorial Reformed
Platte - Charles Mix First Reformed
Sioux Falis - Community Reformed
First Reformed
Springfield· Emmanuel Reformed
Stickney - Aurora Reformed
Valley Springs - Valley Springs Reformed
Volga - First Reformed
Willow Lake - Immanuel Reformed
Yankton - Riverview Park Reformed
WASHINGTON
Lynden - Faith Reformed
First Reformed
WISCONSIN
Baldwin - First Reformed
Brandon - Bethel Reformed
Cedar Grove - Faith Reformed
First Reformed
Clinton - Emmanuel Reformed
Friesland - First Reformed
Hingham - Hingham Reformed
Milwaukee - First Reformed
Oostburg - First Reformed
Ringle - Forrestville Reformed
Sheboygan - Bethany Reformed
Hope Reformed
Sheboygan Falls - First Reformed
Gibbsville Reformed
Waupun - Emmanuel Reformed
First Reformed
Trinity Reformed
Wisconsin Rapids > Faith Reformed
CANADA
Edmonton, Alberta - Emmanuel
Community
Reformed
Winnipeg, Manitoba - Elmwood
Reformed
Rotary Loan Donors
IOWA
Boyden - First Reformed Church
Men's Brotherhood
Sunday School
Hull - American Reformed Church, Guild
First Reformed Church, Guild
Matlock - Matlock Reformed Church,
Guild
Orange City - First Reformed Church,
Guild
Sunday School
Rock Rapids - First Reformed Church
Sanborn - First Reformed Church, Guild
Sheldon - First Reformed Church, Guild
Sioux Center". First Reformed Church,
Sunday School
MINNESOTA
Chandler - Chandler Reformed Church,
Sunday School
NORTH DAKOTA
Litchville - First Reformed Church
SOUTH DAKOTA
Colton - First Reformed Church,
Sunday School
Scholarship Donors
ILLINOIS
South Holland - First Reformed Church
IOWA
Boyden - First Reformed Church,
Brotherhood
Chesterman Bottling Company
Grossmann, Dr. E.B., Jr.
Hospers - Newkirk Reformed Church,
Guild
Hull - American Reformed Church, Guild
Kooiker, Mr. & Mrs. Arthur B.
Orange City - American Reformed,
Adult Sunday School
First Reformed Church, Sunday School
Trinity Reformed Church, Guild
Sheldon . First Reformed Church
Sioux Center". First Reformed Church
Siouxland Sunday School Association
Tri-State Livestock Auction Co.
Vander Aarde, Mr. & Mrs. Bernard
Vogel Paint & Wax, Inc.
West Sioux Women's Classical Union
MINNESOTA
Clara City - Bethany Reformed Church
Edgerton - First Reformed Church, Guild
Leota - Bethel Reformed Church
Marietta - Antelope Valley Reformed
Church, Sunday School
Silver Crcck . Silver Creek Reformed
Church
Steen - Reformed Church of Steen
NEW YORK
Sprakers. Curry town Reformed Church
NORTH DAKOTA
Litchville - First Reformed Church
SOUTH DAKOTA
Harrison - First Reformed Church, Ladies
Aid Master's Workers
Lennox - Second Reformed Church, Guild
Volga - First Reformed Church
WISCONSIN
Cedar Grove - Faith Reformed Church
Trustees
Bogaard, Mr. Clifford
Bruggers, Mr. John H.
Colen brander, Rev. Paul
De Haan, Mr. Delbert
Dunton, Mr. Robert
Eikse, Mr. Everett
Grooters, Mr. Lorrain V.
Harms, Rev. Forrest
Lamberts, Mr. Gordon
Rowenhorst, Mr. H. Virgil
Schimmel, Mr. Allan
Te Paske, Mr. Maurice
Van Egmond, Rev. Howard
Vander Ploeg, Rev. Elmer
Vander Weide, Mr. Don
Vogel, Mr. Franklin
Faculty /Staff
Brumels, Mr. Gordon
De Hoogh, Rev. Arthur
Drake, Rev. & Mrs. Alfred E.
Dykstra, Miss Hendrina
England, Dr. Theora
Granberg, Dr. Lars I.
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Hansen, Dr. & Mrs. Peter
Hegstad, Mr. Glen
Hielkema, Mr. Arthur
Juffer, Mr. Rodney
Mouw, Mr. Ralph
Murphy, Dr. & Mrs. Bruce
Muyskens, Mt. Paul
Nieuwenhuis, Mr. Nelson
Reynen, Mr. Robert W.
Schalekamp, Mr. & Mrs. William
Schoep, Mrs. Matilda
Scorza, Dr. Sylvia
Sonneveldt, Miss Corrine
Steunenberg, Mrs. Henri
Tratebas, Rev. & Mrs. Edmund
Van Eck, Dr. Edward
Van Maanen, Mr. Delbert
Vander Laan, Mr. Harold
Vander Werff, Dr. Lyle
Veldhuis, Mr. G. Henry
Vis, Mrs. Robert
Weiss, Rev. Raymond
Wiersma, Miss Sadie
Wilbee, Dr. Roy
Wolf, Mr. & Mrs. Norman
Zeutenhorst, Mrs. John
Orange City
Business
Community
Aarsen, Mr. & Mrs. Henry T.
Ad-Visor
Albertsen, Dr. A.N.
All-American Transport
AI's Floor Covering
American Legion Bowling Alley
Amway-Kobes
Auto-Service Garage
Bill's Sanitation
Black Knight Lounge
Bloemendaal, Dr. E.G.
Bushmer, Dr. & Mrs. Alexander
Catering Management, Inc.
C & H Body Repair
Christenson, Dr. & Mrs. Dave
Coast to Coast
Da Mar Implement, Inc.
De Haan Electric
De Jong OX
De Jong Enterprises
De Vries Transfer
De Zeeuw Insurance
Draayer & De Vries Real Estate
Dutch Mill Pharmacy
Dutch Mill Restaurant
Du tch Oven Bakery
E & J Variety
Farm Bureau Insurance
Farmer's Co-op Oil
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Fashion Shop, The
Fedders Furnace Cleaning
Fix & Fancy
Frank's Shoe Store
Groen Plumbing & Heating
Grossmann, Dr. & Mrs. E.8., Jr.
Grossmann, Dr. & Mrs. E.B., Sr.
Harker's Wholesale Meat, Inc.
Hassebroek, Dr. & Mrs. RJ.
Hayloft, The
Hi-Precision Mfg.
Hollinga Barber Shop
Homan's Appliance Center
Hubers-Van Engelenhoven Agency
Huizenga Transportation
J & R Body Shop
Klay & Bastemeyer
KLEM
Kraai Furniture
LeMars Federal Savings & Loan
L & K Clothing
Marian's Beauty Shop
Mars Excavating
Metals Engineering
Mid-West Pre-Casting
Montgomery Ward
Mouw Construction
Mouw's Super Value
MusicManor, The
Myrna's Beauty Shop
Neal's Shoe Store
Northwestern State Bank
Orange City Cleaners
Orange City Sanitation
Orange Motor
o & M Clover Farm
Pantry Cafe
Phillips Hwy. 66 Service
Punt-Cambier Motor
Quality Radio & Record ing
Rieckhoff, Mr. Robert
Roggen & Ford
Ron's Deep Rock
Rons Motor
Russ' Ready Mix
Sears
Shoe Tree, The
Sioux Abstract
Sioux County Capital
Sioux Electric Co-op
Sioux Feed
Sioux land Harvestores
Sioux Transfer
South Town Discount Grocery
Stegink Radio Repair
Tolman Welding & Mfg.
Ttl-StateLivestock Auction Co.
True- Value Hardware
Vander Kooi, Dr. & Mrs. Paul
Vander Weide Insurance
Van Etten Funeral Horne
Van Gelder Jewelry
Van's Super Service
Ver-meer, Dr. & Mrs. Wallace
Village Drog
Vogel Paint & Wax, Inc.
Vogel & Vande Brake
Watkins - Ralph Bouma
Woudstra's Meat Market
Firms &
Foundations
Commercial Printing, Inc.
Dow Chemical Co.
Equitable of Iowa
General Mills Foundation
Hewlett-Packard Co.
Hospers Savings Bank
Household Finance Corp.
Howard Miller Clock Co.
Iowa College Foundation
Iowa Public Service
May tag Company
3 M Company
North American Rockwell
Quaker Oats Foundation
Time, Inc.
Wells' Dairy
Gift Matching
Programs
Dow Chemical Company
Equitable of Iowa
General Mills Foundation
Hewlett-Packard Company
3 M Company
North-American Rockwell
Quaker Oats Foundation
Time, Inc.
Miscellaneous
Chicago Holland Home for the Aged
Dord t College
Mallard Community School
Mallard, Iowa
Northwestern's Women's Auxiliary
Sioux County Central Republican
Committee
Siouxland Sunday School Assn.
West Sioux Women's Classical Union
Women's League for Reformed Church
Colleges
Young Women's Missionary Union
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Alumni Secretary - - _. Agnes Steunenberg
Editor ----------.--------- Alfred Drake
NORTHWESTERN COLLEGE
ALUMNI BOARD
Delbert De Haan '48, President: Jack Vander
Wilt '46: Esther Aalberts '31; Dale Hubers '47;
Philip Bach '68: Gary Van Koevering '68:
JoAnne Vermeer '51; Arlan Draayer '65; Mary
Hofland '72; Carol Bastemeyer '56; Verle
Duisterrnars '55; Dennis Rozeboom '72; Rudy
Van Drie '51; Paul Vande Berg '59; Audrey
Landegent '54; Arian Korver '49; Lloyd
Woelber '52; Harlan Eernisse '62.
EXPENSES
1972 Financial Report
Northwestern College Operational Fund *
INCOME
Student Tuition & Fees $1,056,793.00
Gifts & Contributions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 270,434.00
RCA Churches .. $183,197.00
RCA Other. . . 8,551.00
Alumni. 13,909.00
Faculty/Staff. . 3,800.00
Individuals
(Parents, Trustees, Friends).. 14,446.00
Orange City, Busi-
ness Community. 24,728.00
Iowa College Foundation . . 17,716.00
Other Sources. 4,087.00
Endowment. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23,362.00
Government Grants... 22,453.00
( J Aux. Enterprises. 56,798.00
Total Income. . ... $1,429,840.00
*All figures are rounded to nearest dollar.
Instructions ..
Administrative
Library.
Plant Operation.
Plant Equipment.
General
734,871.00
197,848.00
64,399.00
73,918.00
4,053.00
249,876.00
68,453.00Aux. Enterprises .
Total Expenses.
BALANCE ..
. $1 ,393,418.00
36,422.00
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The Board of Trustees
EXECUTIVE BOARD
Mr. Clifford Bogaard
Agri-Business Executive
Orange City, Iowa
Mr. John De Wild
President, De Wild-Keiser Co.
Rock Rapids, Iowa
Mr. Lorrain Grooters
Owner, Grooters Farm Equipment
Sales & Maintenance
Boyden, Iowa
Mr. Earl Klay
Attorney
Orange City, Iowa
Rev. Donald Lenderink
Pastor, Trinity Reformed Church
Orange City, Iowa
Mr. H. Virgil Rowenhorst
President, Northwestern State Bank
Orange City, Iowa
Mr. Maurice Te Paske
Attorney
Sioux Center, Iowa
Dr. Raymond Van Heukelom
Pastor, First Reformed Church
Orange City, Iowa
Mr. Franklin Vogel
President, Vogel Paint & Wax
Orange City, Iowa
Rev. Robert Wallinga
Pastor, Morningside Reformed Church
Si~ux City, Iowa
Mr. Jack Bruggers
Distributor, Mobil Oil Company
Blomkest, Minnesota
Rev. Paul Colenbrander
Pastor, Maplewood Reformed Church
Holland, Michigan
Mr. Delbert De Haan
Postmaster
Orange City, Iowa
Rev. Peter De long
Pastor, Faith Reformed Church
Kingsville, Ontario, Canada
Mr. Robert Dunton
Personnel Executive, Western Electric
Corp.
Glen Rock, New Jersey
Mr. Robert Dykstra
President, Light Metals Corp.
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Mr. Dick Fedders
Hatchery & Feed Manager
Sheldon, Iowa
Mr. Everett E. Fikse
Almond Farmer
Ripon, California
Rev. Clarence Greving
Pastor, First Reformed Church
Alton, Iowa
Rev. Forrest Harms
Pastor, Alexander Reformed Church
Alexander, Iowa
Rev. Alvin Hook
Pastor, American Reformed Church
Orange City, Iowa
Rev. Harold Kammeraad
Pastor, Emmanuel Reformed Church
Springfield, South Dakota
Mr. Garret B. Koerselman
Farmer
Hull, Iowa
Mrs. Merlyn Kraai
Homemaker & Civic Leader
Orange City, Iowa
Mr. Gordon Lamberts
Sales Representative
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Rev. Harold Lenters
Pastor, First Reformed Church
Ireton, Iowa
Rev. Andrew Mouw, Jr.
Pastor, Ferry Memorial Reformed
Church
Montague, Michigan
Rev. Burrell Pennings
Pastor, Bethany Reformed Church
Clara City, Minnesota
Rev. Luther Ratmeyer
Pastor, Westwood Heights Reformed
Church
Omaha, Nebraska
Rev. Cornelius Reynen
Pastor, First Reformed Church
Sheboygan Falls, Wisconsin
Mr. Allan Schimmel
Administrative Assistant
to U.S. Congressman
Washington, D.C.
Mr. Paul Sterenberg
Bank President
Fulton, Illinois
Rev. Howard Van Egmond
Pastor, Danforth Reformed Church
Danforth, Illinois
Rev. Kenneth Van Wyk
Pastor, Garden Grove Community
Reformed Church
Garden Grove, California
Rev. Elmer Vander Ploeg
Pastor, First Reformed Church
Lynden, Washington
Mrs. Richard Vander Voet
Homemaker
Kalamazoo, Michigan
Mr. Willis Vander Wal
Farmer, Rancher
Pollack, South Dakota
Mr. Don Vander Weide
Insurance Broker
Orange City, Iowa
Rev. Stephen Veldhuis
Pastor, First Reformed Church
Knoxville, Iowa
Rev. Richard Welscott
Pastor, Green Oak Reformed
Church
Oak lawn, Illinois
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DR. & MRS. THOMAS T&~ HOEVE
207 LAKEVIEW DR.
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